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From China with a Laugh: A Perusal of Chinese Comedy Films 
 

Shaoyi Sun 
 
Laughter has always been a rarity in Chinese official culture. The dead serious 
Confucians were too engaged with state affairs and everyday mannerism to enjoy a 
laugh. Contemporary Party officials are oftentimes too self-important to realize they 
could easily become a target of ridicule. Some thirty years ago, the legendary Chinese 
literary critic C. T. Hsia (1921-) observed that, despite the fact that modern Chinese 
life “constitutes a source of ‘unconscious’ humor to a good-tempered onlooker, 
foreign or Chinese”; and despite the allegation that “China is a rich land of humor, not 
because the people have adopted the humorous attitude but rather because they can be 
objects of humorous contemplation,” modern Chinese writers, however, “stopped at 
the sketch or essay and did not create a sustained humorous vision of modern Chinese 
life.”1 
 
Having said that, Chinese laughter/humor is by no means in short supply. While a 
Taoist hedonist may find joy and laughter in the passing of his beloved wife, a 
modern-day cross talker (typically delivered in the Beijing dialect, crosstalk or 
xiangsheng is a traditional comedic performance of China that usually involves two 
talkers in a rapid dialogue, rich in social and political satire) has no problem in finding 
a willing ear and a knowing laugh when he cracks a joke at the government official, 
the pot-bellied businessman, or the self-proclaimed public intellectual. Laughter and 
humor, therefore, triumph in popular imagination, unorthodox writings, folk literature, 
and other mass entertainment forms. When the Lumiere showmen brought the 
Cinematographe and films like Table Turned on the Gardener (1895) to China, the 
Chinese, while amazed and amused, wasted no time in utilizing this new invention to 
tell their own funny stories. After the initial marriage between the moving picture 
technology and Peking opera (The Dingjun Mountain, 1905), which marked the 
disputed “birth” of Chinese cinema,2 Chinese film pioneers quickly turned to 
slapstick shorts for profit. According to one estimate, in the early years of Chinese 
cinema between 1905 and 1921, China made nearly 90 films, and slapsticks 
comprised the largest percentage, totaling 28.3 To a great extent, therefore, Chinese 
cinema, not unlike its Western counterparts, began with comic films. 
 
Laborer’s Love: The Chinese-Style Slapstick 
 
The popularity of slapsticks created “a strong comic atmosphere” in early Chinese 
cinema.4 Just by looking at some of the slapstick titles, such as Stealing a Roast Duck 
(1909), A Stupid Man Enjoys Himself in the Town God’s Temple, The Corrupt Official 

                                                        
1 C.T. Hsia. “The Chinese Sense of Humor.” Renditions, No. 9 (Spring 1978). 
2 The notion that The Dingjun Mountain is the first Chinese film ever made has been recently questioned. Some 
historians claimed it is only a still photo, not a moving picture.  
3 Li Suyuan & Hu Jubin. Chinese Silent Film History, p. 39. Beijing: China Film Press, 1997. 
4 Ibid, p. 54. 
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Returned in Glory, Comic Love, New Comic Play, and Good-for-Nothing (1921), one 
could tell that laughter/humor was abundant when Chinese cinema was still in its 
infancy. Unfortunately, these titles didn’t survive the turbulent history of modern 
China. Today, we can only rely on the print media to “read” about these comic 
treasures. 
 
Considering the “strong comic atmosphere” in the early scene of Chinese cinema, it is 
perhaps not a coincidence that the earliest extant Chinese-made feature is Laborer’s 
Love (aka Cheng the Fruit Seller, 1922), a slapstick that reminds one of Buster 
Keaton’s physical comedies in which pratfalls play a significant role in creating comic 
effects. Although also relying on exaggerated facial expressions and body movements 
to win laughter, including a magnificent out-of-focus shot that assumes the point of 
view of the carpenter-turned fruit seller, the 30-minute long short reaches its funniest 
moment right when patrons of a noisy nightclub fall from the sliding ladders, one by 
one, landing on their buttocks and necks. The smart trick, namely turning the stair into 
a controllable slide, ultimately helps the fruit seller get the nod from the old doctor for 
his marriage proposal.  
 
Using deceitful device to let people fall from the ladders and eventually gain personal 
profit also creates a moral dilemma for the filmmakers. To make laughter morally 
justifiable, director Zhang Shichuan (1899-1954) and scriptwriter Zheng Zhengqiu 
(1889-1935), the founding members of the famed Star Film Company, used a few 
scenes to build up the moral character of the fruit seller. He is portrayed as a caring 
“laborer,” as he treats children with generosity and forgiveness; he is also depicted as 
a macho hero, as he dares to stand up to the street bullies. Meanwhile, the very fact 
that the fallen patrons are nothing but drunken gamblers and girl-chasers also adds 
certain legitimacy to the deceitful act. In this way, the filmmakers were able to avoid 
offending traditional Chinese moral values, which view such actions as taking 
advantage of other people’s difficulties or stoning a person when he is down morally 
unacceptable. As a matter of fact, the whole narrative of Laborer’s Love, despite 
paying “lip service to the ‘sanctity of working classes’…, a typical May Fourth 
slogan,” is an affirmation or “endorsement” of Confucian notion of filial piety.5 All 
the actions taken by the fruit seller are meant to accomplish only one goal: winning 
the stamp of approval from his sweetheart’s father/the old doctor on his marriage 
proposal.  
 
Laborer’s Love is certainly not the only slapstick produced by the Star Film Company. 
As an entrepreneur and businessman, Zhang Shichuan was keen on the 
money-making potential of slapstick comedies. Sensing the enormous popularity of 
Charlie Chaplin in China, he wasted no time making the slapsticks Charlie Chaplin 
Touring Shanghai (aka King of Comedy Visits China, 1922) and Chaos in a Strange 
Theater (1922?), with a Chaplin impersonator, the Englishman Richard Bell, 
portraying the “King of Comedy.” Had Chaplin seen the films, he would be probably 
                                                        
5 Yingjin Zhang. Chinese National Cinema, p. 24. NY & London: Routledge, 2004. 
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amused to learn that the other “Chaplin” landed in Shanghai 14 years earlier than the 
real Chaplin (Chaplin finally visited Shanghai in 1936).  
 
Left-Wing Comedies vs. “Soft-Wing” Comic Films: The Pre-War 1930s 
 
The “left-turn” of Chinese cinema in the early 1930s, coupled with the growing 
importance and popularity of feature-length narrative films, led slapstick shorts to an 
end. In a time when the nation was in crisis, leftists’ call for a socially engaged realist 
cinema resonated well with the audience and the film community. As a result, Chinese 
cinema became increasingly serious. Issues of immediate concern, such as the 
looming prospect of war with Japan, the ever widening divide between rich and poor, 
and the gloomy contrast between the bankrupted countryside and the corrupted city, 
were prominently featured in a changed cinema. Leftist film criticism, by this time a 
dominant voice in the print media, celebrated and further advanced this change. 
 
But even the leftists couldn’t ignore the appealing power of comedies. Some of the 
most memorable leftist classics, notably Shen Xiling’s (1904-1940) Crossroads 
(1937), Cai Chusheng’s (1906-1965) Song of the Fishermen (1937) & Wang Laowu 
(1937), and Yuan Muzhi’s (1909-1978) Metropolitan Sights (1935) & Street Angel 
(1937), are tragicomedies, a mix/combination of tragic and comic elements, in which 
seriousness is somewhat lightened up with humor and laughter. Street Angel opens 
with a montage sequence of Shanghai’s cityscape that accentuates the “alien-ness” of 
the city, followed by a moving camera that first captures the top of a high-class 
apartment, then slowly moves down to reveal the slum layer of the city. As the film 
approaches the end, one of the “sisters” dies under the watch of her poor lover and 
friends, and a medium shot of the whole group, looking solemn and determined, 
introduces the final scene of the film, which reverses the movement of the opening 
shot, moving from the bottom (slum) to the top (high-class residence). In other words, 
the film is ultimately a message-laden tragedy, aiming at raising audiences’ 
consciousness of class conflict, national salvation, and social injustice. These serious 
messages, however, are integrated with interwoven comic moments, ranging from the 
trumpet player’s funny trickery to the forced “buy one, get one free” haircutting at a 
barbershop. The trumpet player’s three “subordinates,” the barber, the stuttered, and 
the little street vendor, suspiciously resemble the film trio of Hollywood’s Three 
Stooges in both mannerism and composition. While serious in the end, Street Angel 
never fails to make people laugh. 
 
While the leftists were busy making ideologically coded pieces, the “soft film” 
advocates called for an aesthetically pleasurable cinema with refined taste and 
sensuality. The “soft film” is so named because one of the leading figures of this 
much criticized film movement, Huang Jiamo (?-?), published an article in Modern 
Screen titled “Hard Film and Soft Film,” in which he charged that the leftists, due to 
their obsession with “red ingredients” and “revolutionary slogans,” were making 
“hard films,” whereas film in its nature ought to be “soft:” “Film is the ice cream for 
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the eye to taste, the sofa chair for the heart to sit on.”6 With this conception of cinema, 
Huang penned the film Tomboy (aka Girl in Disguise, 1936; d. Fang Peilin), a light 
comedy that features cross-dressing and same-sex eroticism. Much of the film’s 
humor and comic suspension come from the fact that, while the audience is aware of 
the girl’s masquerade from the onset, the majority of the characters mistaken her for a 
handsome boy. Thus, the grandfather demands her to sleep with him in the same bed, 
a young girl falls for her hard and onetime even kisses her when staying with the 
family, and the cross-dressed girl becomes attracted to a young man who has no idea 
she is a girl. To make the scenarios even funnier, the filmmakers introduce Han 
Langen (1909-1982), dubbed China’s “Laurel,” a new “Hardy,” namely Guan Hongda 
(1914-1967), to play his sidekick. The new “Laurel & Hardy” hokum must have 
added delight to an already lighthearted plot, as the film was such a commercial 
success that several sequels were subsequently made, including a Hong Kong remake 
with the same title released in 1956 and directed by Chen Huanwen.7 
 
Beyond the polemic between the leftists and the “soft film” advocates, this period also 
saw the appearance of Tang Jie (1899-1953), arguably the most prolific and talented 
comedian in pre-1949 Chinese cinema, and his screen character Mr. Wang. Tang’s 
acting career started quite early, playing minor roles in the famed Burning of the Red 
Lotus Temple series in the 1920s and Singsong Girl Red Peony in the early 1930s. But 
it was not until 1934 that Tang found fame playing the title character in Mr. Wang, 
directed by Shao Zuiweng (Hsiao Tsai-weng, 1896-1979) and released by Shao’s 
Unique Film Company. Adapted from the popular comic strips with the same title, Mr. 
Wang takes the audience through a series of funny incidents the title character 
experiences as an ordinary Shanghai “petty urbanite” (xiao shimin). To make his 
appearance and manner closely resemble that of the comic strip character by Ye 
Qianyu (1907-1995), Tang even had his three front teeth pulled, always wearing two 
moustaches at the corners of his upper lip. The result was a Chaplin-style clownish 
screen darling that even made Tang’s birth name forgettable to the audience. The 
success of Mr. Wang emboldened Tang to ask for a salary raise. Rejected by Shao, 
Tang left the Unique and formed his own company, the New Times. Collaborating 
with the original creator Ye Qianyu, the new company made no fewer than 5 Mr. 
Wang sequels prior to the full-scale Sino-Japanese war, all directed/played by Tang 
himself. As we’ll see, the practice of making sequels to Mr. Wang would continue on 
into the wartime period. 
 
The Many Faces of Laughter: Wartime & Postwar Comedies 
 
The Sino-Japanese war had a devastating impact on Chinese cinema. The previously 
consolidated film industry, centered in Shanghai, was forced to disperse. Following 
the footsteps of the defeated Nationalist government, some filmmakers went to the 
                                                        
6 Qtd. in Yingjin Zhang. Chinese National Cinema, p. 108. The original article appeared in Modern Screen 
(Xiaodai dianying), Dec. 1933. 
7 Han Langen, or China’s “Laurel,” played with three “Hardys” in his comedy career, first with Liu Jiqun 
(1908-1940), who died at a young age, second with Guan Hongda, and last with Yin Xiucen (1911-1979). 
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inland city of Chongqing, where filming equipment was in a short supply and the 
audience base for cinema was weak. Other filmmakers, such as Yuan Muzhi of Street 
Angel and Mao’s future wife Lan Ping (1915-1991), chose to join the communist 
camp in Yan’an, because to them Mao and his poorly equipped army represented hope 
for a better future. More filmmakers, particularly those who were not affiliated with 
the leftist film movement, remained in Shanghai, especially when the city’s foreign 
settlements (International Settlement and French Concession) could still offer them a 
certain degree of protection against Japanese interference between 1937 and 1941, the 
famed “orphan island” period. 
 
The “orphan island” of Shanghai was a fertile ground for comedies, not only because 
the previous period paved the way for the further growth of the genre, but also 
because it was relatively safe to make lighthearted films under the watchful eyes of 
the Japanese. Thus, Tang Jie continued to make his highly profitable Mr. Wang series, 
and the Li A’Mao (Hairy Li) series, a revamped version of Mr. Wang, also emerged in 
this period.8 Produced by the controversial film businessman Zhang Shankun 
(1905-1957), Mr. Wang Got a Meal Hardly (1939) is one of the two installments of 
the Mr. Wang series that are fortunate enough to be kept intact at the China Film 
Archive. The film begins with a familiar Tang Jie, or rather Mr. Wang, in his 
trademarked costume and make-up, wearing two moustaches at the corners of his 
upper lip and a pair of large-sized Chaplin-style shoes, teeth-less in the front, stares at 
an empty rice crock. Although a bookish teacher at a girl’s school, Mr. Wang can 
hardly afford a meal, let alone feed his family. After his fat wife and slim daughter 
dump him, Mr. Wang embarks on a strenuous yet funny journey to get his stomach 
filled. It is not until he attempts to hang himself with a loose string that his wheel of 
fortune turns. An invitation letter from a powerful old friend saves him and he soon 
finds himself sitting behind the desk of an official position. Dazzled by his new found 
fortune, Mr. Wang starts looking for a woman of his desire, only to find that the 
summoned party is nobody but his runaway daughter. The film ends with Mr. Wang 
being kicked out from the office, meal-less and empty-stomached. 
 
The “orphan island” period and wartime Shanghai also saw China’s “Laurel,” or Han 
Langen, reaching the apex of his comedy career. Between the late 1930s and 
mid-1940s, Han firmly established himself as China’s leading comedian on the silver 
screen, rivaling Tang Jie, with the release of the “Han Langen Trilogy,” namely 
Congratulations on Getting Rich (19?), Brothers of Hard Times (19?), and Going Up 
at Every Step (1944). No longer satisfied with only playing small roles, Han this time 
not only delivered star-quality performances as central characters, but directed each 
trilogy film as well. In Going Up at Every Step, a story about two peepshow vendors 
and their street friends at an open-air vaudeville theater in a Shanghai slum, China’s 

                                                        
8 The Li A’Mao series include no fewer than 3 films that feature the funny life of the title character Li A’Mao, all 
written by Xu Zhuodai (1881-1958), an active player in China’s comedy scene in the 1920s. Although not very 
successful with his own Production Company appropriately named “Kaixin” (happy heart), Xu reemerged in the 
1940s as a successful scriptwriter of comic films. Xu was also among the first in China to theorize film, publishing 
the edited book Theory of Electric Shadowplay in 1924. Unfortunately, not a single Li A’Mao film survived. 
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“Laurel” teams up with two “Hardys,” namely Guan Hongda and Yin Xiucen, 
creating “a spectacular gathering of screen darlings that is unprecedented” in Chinese 
cinema.9 The film was both a commercial and a critical success, drawing rave 
reviews in occupied Shanghai. “After Congratulations on Getting Rich,” one critic 
writes, “Han’s talent in directing and acting is universally acknowledged. This is 
followed by Brothers of Hard Times, an exceptional work that lays the foundation for 
him to become a great comedy director. The success of which has emboldened him to 
make the third one, which is the much publicized Going Up at Every Step.” The critic 
continues to say that Going Up “is indeed a genuine comic masterpiece. Drawing on 
the most recent materials of the 20th century, the film is packed with all kinds of 
streamlined jokes. I guarantee you will laugh your guts out….The skinny monkey 
[Han Langen] is indeed going up at every step.”10 
 
The comedy boom continued into the postwar period between 1945 and 1949. In this 
so-called “second golden age” of Chinese cinema after the pre-war 1930s, the 
perfection in sound technology made it possible for Chinese filmmakers to 
experiment a variety of comic styles beyond slapsticks. Oftentimes absurdly satirical 
and repressive at the same time, the postwar political and social climate also provided 
a fertile ground for comedy to grow. In a short, three-year time span, therefore, the 
Chinese audience enjoyed a feast of comedy films, ranging from the Chinese-style 
screwball comedy, such as Long Live the Mistress (1947, d. Sang Hu), the 
neorealist-style social satire, such as Crows and Sparrows (1949, d. Zheng Junli), and 
the romantic comedy, such as Phony Phoenixes (1947, d. Huang Zuolin).  
 
Perhaps the single most important development in Chinese comedy during this period 
was the emergence of Sang Hu (1916-2004) as a comedy director and scriptwriter. 
Beginning his film career in the early 1940s, Sang was hardly a known name in the 
film circle until he teamed up with the legendary female writer Zhang Ailing (Eileen 
Chang, 1920-1995) at the newly founded Wenhua Film Studio. Their first cooped 
work, Unending Love (1947), helmed by Sang and scripted by Zhang, tells the story 
of a married man’s sorrowful affair with a young female teacher. This was followed 
by Long Live the Wife, a Chinese-style screwball comedy about a middle-class house 
wife’s vain attempts trying to strike a balance between pleasing her fanciful husband, 
her demanding mother-in-law, and her own father. Largely inspired and encouraged 
by the two films’ commercial success, Sang next scripted one of the best romantic 
comedies in Chinese cinema, Phony Phoenixes. The film tells the story of a Shanghai 
barber, entrusted by a nearly bankrupted company boss, using his fake identity as a 
wealthy businessman to woo “daughter of an overseas Chinese tycoon” advertised on 
local newspaper. But it turns out that the woman is also a fake. Not violating the 
“boy-gets-girl”, “boy-loses-girl”, and “boy gets girl back again” logic, however, the 
film’s double fake identities and mutual cheating ironically lead to the eventual 
“happy” marriage between the two fakes. Despite the angry protest by the Shanghai 
                                                        
9 Qtd. in Rao Shuguang. A History of Chinese Comedy Films (Zhongguo xiju dianyingshi), p. 101. China Film 
Press, 2005. 
10 Ibid., p. 100. 
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Barbers’ Association, who claimed that the film vilified the barbering profession, 
Phony Phoenixes was a huge commercial success, selling 165,000 tickets to top the 
box office at the first-run Grand Theater in postwar Shanghai. “In Chinese film 
history,” one critic observes, “the [domestic] films that attracted the largest number of 
customers in prewar China were Twin Sisters and Song of the Fishermen; in postwar 
China, they were Phony Phoenixes and The Spring River Flows East…Amongst the 
four, only Phony Phoenixes is a light comedy with no complicated plot.”11 
 
Afterthought: The Rehabilitated Laughter 
 
The Communist takeover of the China mainland effectively silenced the laughter 
brought about by the pre-1949 comedies. Under the doctrine of Mao’s “Talks at the 
Yan’an Conference on Literature and Art,” particularly after Mao’s personal attack on 
veteran filmmaker Sun Yu’s The Life of Wu Xun (1951), Chinese filmmakers were 
busily scrambling to “reform” themselves to fit the new regime and to show their 
loyalty with the so-called “socialist realist” works. As a result, during the “17-year 
period” between 1949 and 1966, the Chinese screen was bombarded with 
revolutionary/Communist heroes/heroines, morally dignified poor farmers or factory 
workers, and evil/inhumane landlords, capitalists, and foreign “devils.” There were, 
however, occasional “ruptures” to this otherwise rigid trend of “socialist realism,” 
notably the hopeful Hundred Flowers movement in 1956 and the cultural “thaw” of 
the early 1960s. It was during these two brief moments that satires like Before the 
New Director Arrives (1956) and An Unfinished Comedy (1957), and lighthearted 
“comedies with socialist characteristics” like My Day Off (1957) and Big Li, Little Li 
and Old Li (1962) emerged. But the Anti-Rightist Campaign and the Cultural 
Revolution following the aforementioned “ruptures” caused dramatic turns of fortune 
for the overexcited filmmakers. As it turned out, many of them were either sent to 
labor camps or had no choice but to commit suicide. Real life tragedies triumphed 
during the Mao years. 
 
The death of Mao and the subsequent end of the Cultural Revolution led to a decade 
of reflection and serious soul searching for Chinese intellectuals. In cinema, this was 
echoed by the rise of the Fifth Generation of Chinese filmmakers, whose early oeuvre 
aimed to both “enlighten” the audience and provoke new ideas and critical thinking. It 
was not until the late 1980s that on-screen laughter was partially rehabilitated with the 
emergence of Troubleshooters (1988). Although the film further elevated the cult 
status of its scriptwriter Wang Shuo (1958- ), a Beijing-based “hooligan” writer whose 
four novellas were adapted to the screen in a matter of a single year, thus the “Wang 
Shuo Wave,” it is of equal importance that Troubleshooters also announced the arrival 
of Ge You (1957- ), a post-Cultural Revolution comedy star whose deadpan humor 
personified the Wang-style parody and satire. Ge’s talent in drawing laughter from the 
audience was fully explored at the turn of the century by director Feng Xiaogang’s 

                                                        
11 Qtd. in Rao Shuguang. A History of Chinese Comedy Films (Zhongguo xiju dianyingshi), p. 113. China Film 
Press, 2005. 
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(1958- ) “New Year’s Celebration Films.” For over a decade, the comedy “couple,” 
one behind the camera and one in front of the camera, have entertained generations of 
Chinese viewers with films like Part A Part B (1997), Be There or Be Square (1998), 
Sorry Baby (1999) and Big Shot’s Funeral (2001).  
 
In general, Chinese cinema in the new century is marked by two salient trends: 
commercialism and globalism on the one hand, and the persistence of the 
government/Party grip on cinema through censorship and the re-energized power and 
dominance of the state-owned film groups on the other. While the latter highlights the 
fact that it is still too early to speak about a government/Party-free film industry and 
an open/free film market in China, Chinese commercial cinema is increasingly relying 
on comedy to recoup its investment. Partly due to the shift of popular taste and partly 
due to the restrictions on noir and horror genres, as well as on the serious exploration 
of contemporary social and political issues, comedy becomes the dominant genre in 
today’s Chinese commercial cinema. From Feng Xiaogang’s If You Are the One (2008, 
again starring Ge You) to Ning Hao’s (1977- ) “crazy series” (Crazy Stone, 2006; 
Crazy Racer, 2009) and Jin Yimeng’s (1974- ) directorial debut Sophie’s Revenge 
(2009), Chinese screens in recent years have seen the surge of pretentious slickers, 
clumsy good fellows, street-smart crooks, and narcissistic beauties. 
 
A recent trend in Chinese comedy films is the popularity of the “e-gao” (a Chinese 
term referring to “parodying with an evil intention”) and “shan zhai” (literally 
“mountain village” or “mountain stronghold,” a phrase widely used in colloquial 
Chinese today, referring to low-quality knockoffs) style. Ah Gan, a self-taught 
commercial filmmaker emerging in the mid-1990s with a few easily forgettable 
“horror” titles, made quite a splash in 2006 with his “e-gao” farce The Big Movie, 
which parodies quite a few popular titles from mainland China, Hong Kong, Korea, 
and Hollywood, including Zhang Yimou’s House of Flying Daggers (2004). This is 
followed by his equally successful “shan zhai”-style “adaptations” of the Spanish 
comedy Torremolinos 73 (2003) and Miguel de Cervantes’ timeless classic Don 
Quixote, the former a sequel of The Big Movie and properly named Two Stupid Eggs 
(2007), and the latter a 3-D martial arts farce (2010). Even Zhang Yimou (1951- ), 
whose seriousness and social critique are evidenced in such works as Red Sorghum 
(1987), Ju Dou (1990), and Raise the Red Lantern (1991), has ventured into the 
comedy genre and made his Coen Brothers-inspired “shan zhai” parody A Woman, A 
Gun and A Noodle Shop (2009). Despite being condemned by many as a commercial 
sellout, Zhang’s A Woman, A Gun and A Noodle Shop performed exceedingly well at 
the box-office, raking in more than 256 million yuan, far surpassing its production 
figure. While it is still too early to determine whether such a “laugh at all costs” trend 
represents the “coming of age” of Chinese cinema, or whether it hints a twisted 
political complicity between the government/Party and the film community, it is at 
least safe to say that laughter has been fully rehabilitated and will stay with Chinese 
cinema for the years to come. 
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Glossary 

 
Film Titles: 
Be There or Be Square 《不见不散》 
Before the New Director Arrives 《 新

局长到来之前》 
Big Li, Little Li and Old Li 《大李小

李和老李》 
Big Movie, The 《大电影之数百亿》 
Big Shot’s Funeral 《大腕》 
Brothers of Hard Times 《难兄难弟》 
Burning of the Red Lotus Temple 《 火

烧红莲寺》 
Chaos in a Strange Theater 《大闹怪

剧场》 
Charlie Chaplin Touring Shanghai (aka 
King of Comedy Visits China) 《滑稽大

王游沪记》 
Comic Love 《滑稽爱情》 
Congratulations on Getting Rich 《 恭

喜发财》 
Corrupt Official Returned in Glory, The
 《贪官荣归》 
Crazy Racer 《疯狂的赛车》 
Crazy Stone 《疯狂的石头》 
Crossroads 《十字街头》 
Crows and Sparrows 《乌鸦与麻雀》 
Dingjun Mountain, The 《定军山》 
Don Quixote  《魔侠传之唐吉可

德》 
Going Up at Every Step 《步步高升》 
Good-for-Nothing 《活无常》 
House of Flying Daggers 《十面埋伏》 
If You Are the One 《非诚勿扰》 
Ju Dou 《菊豆》 
Laborer’s Love (aka Cheng the Fruit 
Seller) 《劳工之爱情》 
Li A’Mao 《李阿毛》（系列） 
Life of Wu Xun, The 《武训传》 

Long Live the Wife 《太太万岁》 
Metropolitan Sights 《都市风光》 
Mr. Wang 《王先生》（系列） 
Mr. Wang Got a Meal Hardly 《王先生

吃饭难》 
My Day Off 《今天我休息》 
New Comic Play 《滑稽新剧》 
Part A Part B 《甲方乙方》 
Phony Phoenixes  《假凤虚凰》 
Raise the Red Lantern 《大红灯笼

高高挂》 
Red Sorghum 《红高粱》 
Singsong Girl Red Peony 《歌女红牡

丹》 
Song of the Fishermen 《渔光曲》 
Sophie’s Revenge  《非常完美》 
Sorry Baby 《没完没了》 
Spring River Flows East, The 《一江春

水向东流》 
Stealing a Roast Duck 《偷烧鸭》 
Stupid Man Enjoys Himself in the Town 
God’s Temple, A 《二百五白相城隍

庙》  
Street Angel 《马路天使》 
Tomboy (aka Girl in Disguise) 《化身姑

娘》 
Troubleshooters 《顽主》 
Twin Sisters 《姊妹花》 
Two Stupid Eggs  《大电影 2.0 之两

个傻瓜的荒唐事》 
Unending Love 《不了情》 
Unfinished Comedy, An 《未完成的

喜剧》 
Wang Laowu  《王老五》 
Woman, A Gun and A Noodle Shop, A
 《三枪拍案惊奇》 

 
Names: 
Cai Chusheng 蔡楚生 
Chen Huanwen 陈焕文 
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Fang Peilin 方沛霖 
Feng Xiaogang 冯小刚 
Ge You  葛优 
Guan Hongda 关宏达 
Han Langen  韩兰根 
Hsia, C. T. 夏志清 
Huang Jiamo 黄嘉谟 
Huang Zuolin 黄佐临 
Jin Yimeng  金依盟 
Lan Ping 蓝萍 
Liu Jiqun 刘继群 
Ning Hao 宁浩 
Sang Hu  桑弧 
Shao Zuiweng (Hsiao Tsai-weng) 邵醉翁 
Shen Xiling  沈西苓 
Sun Yu  孙瑜 
Tang Jie  汤杰 
Wang Shuo 王朔 
Xu Zhuodai 徐卓呆 
Ye Qianyu 叶浅予 
Yin Xiucen 殷秀岑 
Yuan Muzhi  袁牧之 
Zhang Ailing (Eileen Chang) 张爱玲 
Zhang Shankun 张善琨 
Zhang Shichuan 张石川 
Zhang Yimou 张艺谋 
Zheng Junli  郑君里 
Zheng Zhengqiu  郑正秋 


